Voices From Underground

We are Voices of the underground
Untamed invisible unheard Voices
Thrust into fathomless uterine depths
We are banished branded Voices
Of unspoken and unspeakable living Souls
We are the ubiquitous Presence of the Absence
That ever moves and shakes Those
Brutal and dehumanizing filthy Hands
We are exiled voiceless Beings prompting
Fear guilt unhappiness and remorse
We dwell in and above underground
We are nebulous subterranean Voices
Thundering spirits for those ruthless Zombies
Milking dry our Bodies plundering our Land
We are the bane of their lives
We shall resurrect like the Sun
From underground

Ahmed Saber
Fes, 28 August 1997
Algeria Apocalypse

We are the messengers of almighty Death:
    In the name of Terrorism We shall bring
Total havoc on Algeria
    In the name of Politics We shall kill
    In the name of Islam We shall slaughter
    In the name of civilization We shall destroy
    In the name of Patriotism We shall bury
Algeria alive
    In the name of Human Rights We shall terrorize
    In the name of Peace We shall lynch
    In the name of Democracy We shall make
Algeria bleed
    Arab Algeria Berber Algeria African Algeria
French Algeria
    We shall annihilate
        Post-New World Order New Algeria
We shall create
    All abominable Means We shall manipulate
    Death torture mass murder brute oppression
    All horrible agonies We shall celebrate
    In rural and urban areas We shall operate.

Violence of Indifference
Indifference of the World
Cry beloved Algeria
Our promised Land

In spite of rife Violence
Algeria will survive.

Ahmed Saber
Fes, 30 August 1997